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Job Description                                                            

Hello! Welcome to Harold’s! 

Here at Harold’s Coral your job as a food expediter plays an 

important role in the restaurant. As an expediter (EXPO) it is your job to 

ensure all meals leave the kitchen correctly and to the correct table. The 

EXPO is the last set of eyes to catch a mistake before food leaves the kitchen 

so it is very important to have a keen attention to detail while performing job 

duties. Read through this guide to help you better understand your job 

duties and feel free to ask your trainer any questions you may have. 

Prep and Stock Procedures 

 At the beginning of every shift it is important to all necessary prep 

work for the day. The type of prep work will sometimes depend on the day. 

First we will look at the prep work that is done on a daily basis Monday 

through Sunday.  
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Daily prep work includes the following: 

Sour cream: Depending on the day, anywhere from 50 to 200 portions can be needed. 

Sour cream goes in the smaller 2oz cups 

Salsa and Ranch: Fill enough salsa and ranch cups to fill the ice bath container and also 

make a full tray of each to store in the walk-in cooler. Salsa and Ranch goes in 3 ¼ oz 

cups with lids. If the lead Expo for the night thinks more is needed for the shift then 

follow the lead Expo’s instructions on prep levels. 

Loaded Cups: Loaded cups contain Shredded Cheddar cheese, chives and bacon. It is 

your responsibility to chop bacon and chives to use for the night. Have your trainer 

show you where the materials are located as well as proper knife cutting procedures to 

avoid injury. 

Butter: Located in the reach-in cooler, more is also located in the Walk-in. 

Plates, bowls, spoons, and spatulas: Check the dish room for these materials and stock 

them in the appropriate areas. The more you can stock before your shift the better to 

minimize the chance of running out during a rush. 

Napkins, to go silver wear and Wet naps: Check dry storage for these items. All these 

items go with “to go” orders so it is important to have plenty. 

Prep work that is done on specific days of the week includes:  

Wednesday through Sundays: 

These are the nights of the week we serve prime rib, Wednesday night is the 

night of our prime rib special and therefore the night we sell the most. 

Creamy horseradish sauce: Have the cooks prepare this for you if there is none already 

made. This sauce needs to be kept on an ice bath. During the shift it is put into 2oz 

cups and onto prime rib plates. 

Fridays: 

Friday nights are “all you can eat fish” nights 

Tartar Sauce: Prepare at least 100 portions of tartar sauce cups. The cups used are the 

2oz cups. Be sure to put these in an ice bath to ensure proper temperature. 
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Coleslaw: This should be prepped for you already; it is located on trays in the walk-in 

cooler. If not, inform the cooks and they will have someone do it. If you need to, grab 

a tray and get enough done to get the night started. 

Saturday and Sunday morning: 

Butter Cups: Using a scoop, prepare a tray of 2oz cups of butter, the butter used is not 

the same as the dinner butter packets, it is in a tub. In order to soften the butter, and 

make it easier to scoop, put the tub in the microwave for a few seconds to soften it. 

Don’t let the butter melt though as we don’t want to serve melted butter to customers 

with their breakfast. 

Syrup: Pour syrup into 3 1/4oz cups on a tray. A full tray is needed and this should get 

you through the entire shift. 

Fruit: Melons, Berries, bananas and oranges are the fruit we offer. Have your trainer 

show you correct cutting and storage procedures for fruit. 

Bread: We offer a lot of different toast options for breakfast. It is important to get out 

white, Rye, sour dough, wheat, raisin as well as biscuits and English muffins. Turn On 

the toaster when you arrive to work to make sure it is warm enough to make toast 

when the restaurant opens. 

Tortillas: Tortillas go with the Huevos Rancheros. Get a pack of small tortillas from the 

walk-in to have at the expo line. Ask your trainer for further instructions. 

Salsa Ranch and sour cream: Not much of this prep is needed for the morning but it 

important to have it ready because as lunch time approaches there is not much of an 

opportunity to prep more. Prep levels are different then during dinner hours and it 

important you ask your trainer what prep levels should be at for those shifts. 

 

Different job duties 

 While it is true that all expos perform the same basic job duties during 

the shift each expo has specific responsibilities to perform. The following 

information is what these responsibilities are. 

 Ticket Puller: 

This Expo is the one running the line; they are responsible for setting up trays and 

sending them out. This Expo is held accountable for the accuracy of all food that 

leaves the kitchen. It is important that the expo doing this position for the night is 

knowledgeable about all aspects of the job. They will direct other expos to either grab 

sides or extras that go with meals. It is important to follow their directions to ensure 

accuracy.  
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           Tray Runner: 

This expo will assist the Lead Expo in setting up trays with all the required sides and 

extras. They will take out trays to correct tables and hand out food in a courteous 

manner. It is important that they know the name of all the food items when handing 

out plates to make sure correct customers are getting the meals. They should also be 

aware of how meals are cooked when handing out food. 

The Food runner may be required to grab plates, napkins, silverware and other items 

for guests. It is important that if a customer does not have the required utensils to eat 

their meal that you get those items for them in a timely matter. In the event of a rush it 

is OK to inform the server if the table needs anything else. Remember, as a tray runner 

it is important to be quick when returning to the kitchen as there is probably another 

tray waiting.  

If a tray is sitting on the counter with a ticket on the tray it is most likely ready to go 

out. Ask the lead expo if you are unsure if the tray is ready and take it out if it is. 

 

If there is multiple tray runners and you are able to accurately put together trays you 

will be expected to also pull tickets to assist in getting food out to customers. It is 

important to pay attention when putting together orders and reading tickets.  

       

Reading a ticket      

The following will reference a random ticket: 

Server: The server whose name is on the ticket is the server you should go to with any 

questions about the order. This is their table and they will know what their table needs. 

Table: This is the table that the customer is currently sitting at.  

Covers: This number is the amount of people seated at a table.   

The food: It is important to know everything that comes with a meal when pulling 

tickets. Sometimes items do not say that they come with a side. For example, the meal 

CFS (Chicken Fried Steak) comes with mash potatoes and gravy. The Nachos come 

with Salsa and sour cream and the Chicken and chilies comes with tortillas. If those 

items are not on the plate then it is important that the food doesn’t go out till they do! 
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The time: The time that a ticket was printed is important. The older the time on a ticket 

the longer a customer has been waiting for their meal. Ideally you never want a 

customer to wait for their meal longer than 15 minutes. 

Foods, Sides and Extras 

The following chart will show Examples of what items go with foods that are not 

clearly expressed on the ticket.  

      

Zucchini/ 
Mushrooms 

Ranch    

Fried Chicken Mashed Potatoes, Wet Naps    

Ranch Hand 
Platter 

Ranch, Marinara, Sour Cream    

Stuffed 
breadsticks/ 

Calzones 

Marinara    

Pizza Pizza Riser, Spatula    

Mexican Pizza Pizza Riser, Spatula, salsa, sour cream    

Mac cheese 
bites 

Ranch    

Quesadilla/ 

Tacos 

Salsa, Sour cream    

Spin Dip Pita bread, Spoon    

CFS Mash Potatoes    

Salmon/Caper Veg of the day    

Loaded 
Nachos 

Salsa, Sour cream    

Pierogis Sour cream    

Fish and Chips Tarter, Cole slaw    

Cheese Crisp Pizza riser, Spatula, Salsa, Sour cream    
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Study the above chart as well as ask your trainer about any other items that may 

go with food.   

 

All entrees come with a side. The most common sides are Vegetable, mashed 

potatoes, fries or baked potatoes. Each side is be made differently per order 

requests so it’s important to pay attention to what the customer wants. 

 

Table locations 

The restaurant has many different tables; an easy way to remember where tables 

are located is to separate sections by their room they are in. Ask your manager 

for a map of the tables to study. 

Sunset Room: This room is the tables with the numbers ranging from 100-112. 

Cowboy room: Tables in this room go from 40-60 

The split: These are table numbers 20-26 

The Lounge: These are tables 28-35 

Fire Place: This room has tables 71-82 

Patio: The patio tables are the tables with numbers in the 200’s. 

Proper Food Handling Procedures 

When carrying a customer’s order it is very important not to touch a customer’s 

meal. Ask your trainer for proper plate handling tips. Because plates are 

sometimes warm it is very important we never let a guest grab a plate out of our 

hands. Place the plate in front of the customer who ordered it, or if the parent 

requests, give it to them so they may cut it up for their child.  

Providing Great Customer Service 

As a hospitality worker it is very important to always be courteous. A rude 

comment made to a guest could cause that customer to never come back, or 

worse tell their friends. When assisting our guests always smile and talk in a 

welcoming tone. Thank them and tell them to enjoy their meal. If they request 

more food or beverages inform them that their server will be with them shortly 

to get them any drink refills they may need as well as to take any additional 

order.  

 


